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Season 27, Episode 6
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Week 4: Trio Night



The 10 remaining celebrities discover that two may be company, but three is definitely not a crowd as former show stars, as well as some newbies, join the couples for a special Trio Night.
Quest roles:
Tinashe(Self - Contestant), Mary Lou Retton(Self - Contestant), DeMarcus Ware(Self - Contestant), John Schneider(Self - Contestant), Joe Amabile(Self - Contestant), Juan Pablo di Pace(Self - Contestant), Alexis Ren(Self - Contestant), Bobby Bones(Self - Contestant), Evanna Lynch(Self - Contestant), Milo Manheim(Self - Contestant), Maddie Ziegler(Self - Trio Partner), Lindsey Stirling(Self - Trio Partner), Rashad Jennings(Self - Guest Dancer), Scarlett Byrne(Self - Trio Partner), Jordan Kimball(Self - Trio Partner), Joey Fatone(Self - Guest Judge), Melissa Rycroft(Self - Trio Partner), Nastia Liukin(Self - Trio Partner), Riker Lynch(Self - Trio Partner), Amy Purdy(Self - Contestant)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
15 October 2018, 20:00
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